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ABSTRACT

The present investigation of the

Danish stcd is based on recordings by

13 Danish speakers. Duration, F0, in-

tensity, formant frequences of the

stud-vowels has been compared with those

of the stcdless vowels. The stcd—vowels

are distinguished'from the stodless

vowels first of all by F0 pattern, than

by quality and intensity changes» It has

been found out how the stod-vowels are

perceived by the groups of subjects with

different level of Danish knowlegde.

A specific feature of the Danish pro-

sodic system is that unlike closely rela-

ted Swedish and Norwegian, there exists

stod in Danish, which is a dynamic sylla-

bic accent resulting in a brief vokal

folds compression or a complete closure

with an additional distinctive value.

The stcd may occur in a long vowel,

in a diphtong, almost in all sonorant

consonants, in / d / and only in a stres-

sed position. By many phonologists the

stod in Danish is considered to be phone—

mically distinguishing element. O.Jesper-

sen represented 400 minimal pairs distin-

guished only by presence or absense of

the sted. The stcd is commonly found in

monosyllables, but the majority of oppo-

sitions stad—word/stodless-word are di-

Syllabic words: ( eg ) lee ser [1 e?sar]—

(I) read, lesser 15:33:27 — reader. The

stod, however, here is not an independent

distinctive element, it plays only a se—

condary part in the system of express1ve

means of the language, because the diffe-

rences in these minimal pairs are obvious

from word order in the sentence. Danish

linguist A.Hansen pointed out that the

stod is not absolutely necessary for un-
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derstanding Danish /1/.
Historically, the stod is correlated

with pitch accents of other Scandinavian
languages. While comparing Norwegian,
Swedish and some Southern Danish dialects,
one finds some similarity in opposition
of stod presence and absence in Danish
words and that of presence and absence of
pitch accents in the words of Scandina-
vian origin. For instance, a simple pitch
accent in modern Swedish is manifested in
a falling tone and a complex one in a
falling-rising tone. These accents were
replaced in the 13-14 centures by the

opposition stod-word/stodless—word, the
stod corresponding to the accent 1, the

absence of stod respectively to the

accent 2. .
The Danish stcd has always been in

the centre of word prosody studies. The

problems of its origin and realization
were inter rated in the works of R.Rask,

K.Verner, .Hjelmslev, A.Martinet,0.Jes—
persen and other linguists, but still the

Danish stcd evokes a lively discussion.

Formerly, the stod was considered to

be a complete closure, hence it was cal-

led "a glottal stop". S.Smith found that

a complete closure is as a rule rare, a

brief and intense innervation of the
expiratory muscles takes place. It ab-
ruptly initiates and briefly terminates

/2/. Two or three stod phases may be ob-

served: the 1st phase - regular oscilla-

tions, the 2nd phase - oscillations wea-

ken or disappear (in a case of complete

closure) and the 3rd phase is possible

when new oscillations appear.
Recent phonetic investigations have

shown, that there is great variability

in the phonetic manifestation of the

stod, produced by different speakers or

the same speaker in different words /3/.
The difference may be manifested in dura-

tion, pitch, intensity.There are several

ways of stod realization and the question

arises whether there are any common cha-

'racteristics of stcd and what helps us

to perceiVe these different acoustic

signals as stod.
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This paper is concerned with the

study of stcd, occuring in vowels. 800 .
Danish words and 96 sentences were chosen

for the study. Most words presented pairs
(with a long vowel and a stod-vowel) or
three words with a long, short and stod-
-vowel, so that the consonants, surround-

ing vowel under study were the same. Some
words were put into phrase constructions

of different length. Others were single
words, containing stod—vowels. 13 spea-
kers, students and staff members from the
universities of Denmark were recorded.
The instrumental and audio analysis were
taken up.

To study the perception of the Danish
stcd the combinations, consisting of a
consonant and a long vowel, a stod vowel

or a short vowel, were cut out of 45
words, performed by two speakers. These
combinations were then presented to 3
groups of subjects with different level
of Danish knowledge.

The curves of single words and
phrases with stsd vowel make it possible
to distinguish different types of stod
pronunciation: from the complete closure
to the curve with no changes.

Out of many stsd types 3 main types
seem to be pointed out according to 3
phases. Two-phased stod vowels prevails
in this material (69% for the isolated
words and 96% for the statements), while
there are 27% of three—phased stod-vowels
in the isolated words and only 2% in the
statements. The 2nd phase is likely to be
the stud itself, so it is produced in the
end of a vowel and seldom in the middle
(in a case of 3 phases). One-phased
stod-vowels, i.e. vowels with no change
in the oscillatory pattern (4% for the
isolated words, 2% for the sentences),
will be regarded further.

In our investigation the length dif-
ferences between long and stod-vowels
are not significant in almost all cases
(All the exeptions are single words).
The duration of the stod-vowel comprises
9 % of the long vowel in statements,84%
in single words.

The phase duration in the stod-vowel
follows next sequences: phase 1 takes
2/3 of the whole stcd-vowel (in a case of
2—phased stod-vowel); this length stret-
ches in from the 1st to the 3rd phase
(in a case of 3-phased stod-vowel), the
first one being the most long (50% or
so). With this in mind, the stod takes
1/3 of the whole vowel length.

Average F0 in the stod-vowel is
likely to be higher than that of the
stcdless vowel, the range of F0 changes
being wider in the stcd-vowel.

Stod-vowel can also change the funda-
mental frequency of the statement due to
its'frequency characteristics. At the
end of a statement amplified Fo may be
observed instead of subdued F0 because‘

of the stod in the last word. This kind
of amplification occurs, when a speaker
reenforces his vocal folds while produ-
cing stdd.

The intensity in the stod-vowel un-
dergOes various changes because such vo-
wel.has 2 or 3 phases. Besides these
changes, the intensity may be marked in
comparison With stcdless vowels. The hig-
her intensity in the 1st phase of a stod-
-vowel can influence the dynamic changes
in the statement.

F1 and F2 comparison in stod and
stcdless vowels revealed some quality
differences, though not very significant
ones. The stod-vowel may be described as
more open, front stod-vowels are a little
more retracted, back stod-vowels are a
little more advanced.

The prime importance in the research
is attached to the stod-vowels with no
visible changes in the curve.-Though the
group is small, its investigation is very
important, because a weak stod could be
heard during the listening-test in spite
of stod absence in the curve. These types
of stod-vowels have a higher Fo level'in
comparison with the stodless vowels,
whereas the average intensity, duration,
F1 and F2 do not differ.

Therefore, the main characteristic
feature of the stsd-vowel is the F0
change, as the sted-vowel in all cases is
accompanied with higher F0 and a wider
range of changes than the stsdless vowel
has.€evertheless there are some difficul-
ties in outlining the peculiarities of
F0 changes in the stud-vowel. Fo can be
falling and rising, more complicated
changes can be observed. Evidently, the_
determining factor is the change itself
and the average higher Fo of the stod-
rvowel, than that of the stzdless one.
The quality and intensity changes are of
minor importance as they don't always
take place.

The research of the Danish stud per-
ception by those informants whose native
language has different segmental and
suprasegmental features is believed to be
of use in the definition of specific and
universal perception abilities and in
picking the most effective methods of
training.

_ Russian students come across reat
difficulties in learning Danish vgwel
system both on articulation and percep-
tion levels. A student may hear no varia-
tions in native and foreign sound
patterns, here the sensory abilities of a
Speaker are misleading. When the articu-
latory basis of the.native language domi—
nates, the motor mistakes may take
place. A distinct boundary of these mis-
takes is the way for their improvement.

. lhe'Perception in its turn depends
either on the universal abilities of a
person (for example, an ability to orga-
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nize a word, to oppose vowel/consonant,

coarticulation) or an individual abili—
ties characteristic of the system of the

native language and formed under the in-

fluence of this language phonological

system (for example, op ositions of long
and short vowels, stod .

To study the mechanisms of the stod

perception in Russian class, to define

the perception connection with the level

of language knowlegde, to outline the

acoustic features, stimuli, containing

combinations of consonant and long, short

or stod-vowel were suggested for 3 groups

of subjects: 1) the 3rd and the 5th year

students of Danish department of Lenin—

grad State University° 2) students unfa-
miliar with Danish; 3) staff members of
the Department of Phonetics, unfamiliar

with Danish.
The listening—test in the 1st group

has shown that stod-vowels are identified

only in half of all cases by the 3rd year

and 5—th ear students (54% and 53% res—

pectively , "pure" long vowels are iden-

tified better (71% and 84%). Thus, the

stud is identified rather badly, though

the students can pronounce it. At the

same time they have difficulties, connec-

ted with the normal realization of the

stod-vowels in a coherent text.

The most "favourable” for identifica-

tion are vowels: [u? ] - 6%, [C27] -
6%, [.32] -12%, [21?] - 12% of errors.

Stod-vowels are often identified as

short ones, evidently, because of the

fact, that stcd-vowels in the coherent

text seem to be shorter than correspon-

ding long vowels. The duration of the

first vowel phase ( 2/3 of the total _

sted-vowel length) is that part which is

heard by the Russian subjects, when they

identify these vowels as short ones.

Broadening of the phonetic context

has improved the audibility of the stod

(only 22% of errors). The subjects in

this case were asked to identify words,

containing investigated stimuli. .

Thus the opportunity to appraise the

type of the vowel contact with the follo-

wing consonant influenced stad audibility.

A pause, an interval in the vowel, addi-

tional noise or a kind of creaky VOice -

all this can be the indication of the

stod for the Russian subjects. Particular

characteristics of the stsd-vowels (F0,

intensity, quality) evidently don't play

the leading role for these subjects.-

It was noticed at the same time that

in some stimuli, containing the short

Vowel, but cut out of the words, where

this short vowel is followed by the stod-

-consonant, the short vowel was identi—

fied with a stud—vowel in 76% of all .

cases. These errors can be explained in

such a way: the short vowel, followed by

the stnd consonant in the words of the

type hyld [‘hy10,] — elder, mild [m112/ -

30ft has usually the same average pitch
level and in many cases also intensity

level, than the stsd vowel in words of
the type hyl [hy?l] howl , mil [mi?l]
mile. Thus also F0 and intensity are of

certain importance for subjects, who knows

Danish.
The results of the perception tests‘in

the 2nd and 3rd groups shots that subjects,

who don't know Danish, but were only given

some information about stod,identify stod—

-vowels badly (64% of errors in the 2nd

group and 62% - in the 3rd).
The stod audibility is not always

high in the case when Danish subjects

are asked to identify the stsd. In the

investigation of P.Riber Petersen the

listening~test gave from 8 to 50% of
errors /4/.

The received facts should be taken

into consideration, when Danish is

taught. Though the most essential stod

characteristic is Fo, important are also

intensity changes, phase distribution,

quality differences. As an additional cue

for the stsd in the vowel the type of

contact with the following consonant must

be also taken into account.
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